factor 1.5 -2.0*10 at 3.5 -4.0 GHz was experimentally found.
-INTRODUCTION
The practical interest to the investigation of the new materials with low acoustic wave losses is due to the possibility of the use of such a materials in acoustoelectron devices particularly in resonators h -3}• Few years ago it was found that the acoustic wave attenuation in YAG crystals can be drastically decreased if to substitute Yttrium atoms in a crystalline lattice (matrix) [4, 5] by the rare earth elements. The purposes of this work were to study the possibility of the use of such a materials in high overtone bulk acoustic wave resonator and obtaining the high values of Qfactor.
-EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The experimental measurements of the coefficient of lattice absorption at , were made with the samples of Y-, R Alc0 19 using conventional echo pulse method L6J at microwave frequencies. The resonator structures were made of Y-, Lu Al,-0., 2 . Thin plates (200 -300yii ) with optically polished flat parallel (2") faces of this material were oriented normally to the [100] crystalline axis. To provide electrical coupling of the resonator to the external circuit the resonator at one of it surfaces thin ZnO films (transducer) supplied with ohmic contacts were deposited. The aperture diameter of the transducer was 140/i . To connect the samples with the reflectometer microstrip lines of reentrant microwave cavity impedance transformer were used.
-RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Typical dependence of the absorption coefficient for longitudinal acoustic waves as a function of x measured at room temperature on 2.5 GHz is shown on wavelengh for various crystals and the values of the quality factor Q which can be expected, if to use them in high overtone resonators. Lower curve corresponds to the material studies in this work. It is seen that the highest quality factops can be acheived. In our experiments with the resonators the reflection coefficient of the structure has been measured as a function of frequency. To measure this quantity the samples were placed in the reentrant coaxial cavity that served as an impedance transformer. Two typical dependencies of the moduls of the impedance as a function of frequency are shown on Fig.2 and 3 . The first one (Fig.2) corresponds to the high efficiency transducer. In this case the set of resonant peaks of high overtone are seen. These peaks are wide enough -their mean quality factors are of an order 2.10~. On the Pigs.3a and 3b typical dependencies for the sample with high losses transducer are shown (for poor and high frequency resolution respectively). Solid curves correspond to the numerical calculations of the equivalent curquit of the coaxial resonator loaded on the overtone-mode acoustic resonator. The shapes of the curves are strongly dependent on the equivalent parameters of the acoustic resonator. The best fit of the experimental points and the results of calculations allows to evaluate the effective inductance and the resistivity of the acoustic resonator and hence -the Q -factor. For the samples with hig losses trans-! ducers Q -factor is appeared to be of the order of 1. 
-COWCLUSION
In order to realise the good acoustic characteristics of the material used in resonator it is necessary to minimize convertion energy losses in transducers. Heavily doped YAG Y3-xLuxA15012 is a material that can provide a high Q -factor. The dependencies of the reflection of the coefficient on the frequency for the sample with high losses transducer (3a -poor, 3b -high frequency resolution).
